A NEW CORE
Modern machine monitoring
for river cruiser

A ship repair often also involves the replacement of a large section of the
automation system. In this operation the technology is brought up to the state of
the art and made ready for the challenges of the future. besecke GmbH & Co. KG
was awarded a repair order requiring the replacement of the machine controls.
For this, they approached Bachmann electronic.
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Impressive technology

State-of-the-art visualization
besecke also used Bachmann technology for
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The new OT panel, integrated in the wheel house

sed visualization with M1 webMI pro,« Knut
Hermann adds. »The customer thus benefits
from the features of a new and advanced vector-based visualization user interface via which
it is possible to set alarms and tank monitoring
functions as required. The skipper thus has an
overview of all relevant data and alarms, which
are shown clearly and immediately.« The M1
webMI pro web server is installed on the controller without the need for additional hardware.
Any terminal device can thus access it independently of the operating system installed.

The new operator interface is clearly
designed and meets the requirements of the
skipper. Alarms in the event of faults or limit
value violations are recognizable at a glance.

Partnership with a future
besecke is entirely delighted with Bachmann.
»We found the collaboration with Bachmann
to be very good. We were optimally supported,
both from the commercial as well as the technical sales side,« Knut Hermann confirms. »All our
questions concerning project design, parameters and programming were always answered as
quickly as possible.« It is therefore no surprise
that besecke wishes to implement other projects with Bachmann.

» All our questions concerning
project design, parameters and
programming were always
answered as quickly as possible. «
Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Knut Hermann,
Software project design engineer for ›Maritime Systems‹,
besecke GmbH & Co. KG
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